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SEPTEMBER 2022
Pretty, almost delicate fruit character, but in no way lacking in concentration.
Crunchy green apples and tangerines, tinged with spicy oak and a slightly smoky
reductive element. Lovely texture. Very long, bright finish.
96 POINTS

Winemaker Adam Wadewitz trying to build more interest in the wines with just a
little struck match.
Notably pale. Modest nose. Strong lime notes and a bit more emphatic on the
palate than both the nose and other vintages. Interesting… it’s blooming in the
glass. Long again. More layers than some. I underrated it on the nose. But it’s not
quite as concentrated as the 2017.
17.5 POINTS

JOSH RAYNOLD
VINOUS

Pale, green-tinged yellow. Fresh honeydew, Meyer lemon, pear and toasted
brioche on the highly perfumed, mineral-accented nose. Bright and penetrating in
the mouth, offering densely packed yet nervy citrus and orchard fruit flavors
braced by a spine of juicy acidity. Shows really impressive energy and minerally
bite on the clinging finish, which features a sexy floral quality and a hint of oyster
shell
93 POINTS

INTERNATIONAL WINE
CHALLENGE 2020

Bright lemon yellow with a subtle, elegant and restrained aroma of lemon sherbet
and fruity mineral tones on the nose. Pristine and angular, yet delicate on the
palate with
well-balanced oak. Long textural finish with beautiful poise, balance and charm.
97 POINTS
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JAMES HALLIDAY
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SHOW 2019

NUMBER 6
Top Australian White Wine
“Hand-picked, whole-bunch pressed, fermented in French oak barrels with limited stirring.
The bouquet and palate send the same message of perfectly captured white stone fruits,
then apple and grapefruit. An irresistible wine with spectacular length.”
98 POINTS
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JUNE 2019
“An exceptional chardonnay with a wealth of very fresh and slightly flinty lemon,
grapefruit, white-peach and grilled-hazelnut aromas. The palate has such grace and
well-defined, pure lemon and grapefruit, as well as white and yellow peaches.
The toasted-hazelnut afterglow is stunning. Hints of praline, too. So elegant, pristine
and pure. Exceptional.”
98 POINTS
“Waxy grapefruit blossom, melon & stonefruit over notes or cori&er & creamy vanilla
oak over a saline backbone, finishing brittle & briny.”
95 POINTS

